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Pearson Education Limited. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, College Physics (Global
ed of 10th Revised ed), Hugh D. Young, Philip W. Adams, Raymond Joseph Chastain, For courses in
College Physics. Bringing the best of physics education research to a trusted and classic text For
more than five decades, Sears and Zemansky's College Physics has provided the most reliable
foundation of physics education for students around the world. New coauthors Phil Adams and Ray
Chastain thoroughly revised the Tenth Edition by incorporating the latest methods from
educational research. New features help students develop greater confidence in solving problems,
deepen conceptual understanding, and strengthen quantitative-reasoning skills, while helping them
connect what they learn with their other courses and the changing world around them. New media
resources in MasteringPhysics create an unrivalled learning suite for students and instructors.
MasteringPhysics(R) is not included. Students, if MasteringPhysics is a recommended/mandatory
component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN. MasteringPhysics should
only be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative
for more information. MasteringPhysics is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Interactive, self-paced
tutorials...
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Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a
composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV

Extremely helpful for all class of folks. I really could comprehended almost everything using this written e publication. You will not feel monotony at at any
time of the time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Pr of . Melyna  Dooley V-- Pr of . Melyna  Dooley V
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